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SUMMARY This paper investigates a signal area (SA) estimation
method for wideband and long time duration spectrum measurements for
dynamic spectrum access. SA denotes the area (in time/frequency domain)
occupied by the primary user’s signal. The traditional approach, which
utilizes only Fourier transform (FT) and energy detector (ED) for SA esti-
mation, can achieve low complexity, but its estimation performance is not
very high. Against this issue, we apply post-processing to improve the
performance of the FT-based ED. Our proposed method, simple SA (S-
SA) estimation, exploits the correlation of the spectrum states among the
neighboring tiles and the fact that SA typically has a rectangular shape to
estimate SA with high accuracy and relatively low complexity compared to
a conventional method, contour tracing SA (CT-SA) estimation. Numeri-
cal results will show that the S-SA estimation method can achieve better
detection performance. The SA estimation and processing can reduce the
number of bits needed to store/transmit the observed information compared
to the FT-based ED. Thus, in addition to improved detection performance
it also compresses the data.
key words: dynamic spectrum access, smart spectrum access, spectrum
measurement, cognitive radio, signal detection, signal area estimation

1. Introduction

In the wireless communication field, spectrum scarcity
problem is a pressing problem. On the other hand, spec-
trum utilization measurement reports have revealed that the
utilization rate of most of the licensed spectrum is not very
high in spatial and/or temporal domains. The portions of
spectrum left unused are commonly referred to as white
space (WS) [1]. For this problem, dynamic spectrum ac-
cess (DSA) with cognitive radio [2] techniques employed
by the unlicensed user (secondary user: SU) on the spec-
trum owned by the licensed user (primary user: PU) have
been investigated [3], [4]. In the DSA, the SU can utilize
the vacant spectrum as long as it will not cause any harm-
ful interference to the PU. To enable DSA, a technique for
understanding the state of the spectrum, i.e. whether it is
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vacant or occupied, is necessary.
Spectrum sensing [5] and geolocation database [6]

techniques have been investigated in order to resolve the
spectrum state. The database based techniques are suitable
for static broadcast systems such as TV but spectrum sens-
ing is rather more appropriate for wireless systems with dy-
namic PU traffic since it attempts to recognize the instanta-
neous state of the spectrum. In addition, the DSA system
does not need to rely on an external system to obtain state
information of the spectrum. This is another advantage of
spectrum sensing. However, spectrum sensing typically re-
quires high accuracy, low latency and low cost which are
very difficult to achieve [5]. One potential approach to solv-
ing the issue in spectrum sensing is smart spectrum access
(SSA) which is an extended DSA that utilizes useful prior
information, such as statistical information in terms of PU
spectrum utilization [7]. It has been shown that using sta-
tistical information can enhance the spectrum sensing per-
formance [8], [9]. In addition, it can enhance other tech-
niques employing vacant spectrum utilization, such as spec-
trum management, channel selection and MAC protocol de-
sign [10]–[13].

One important issue in SSA is the implementation cost
of the function obtaining the prior information, especially
at wireless terminals. For this issue, we proposed a sys-
tem architecture consisting of two layers in [7]: the first
layer corresponds to a DSA system and the second layer
is a spectrum awareness system (SAS). Concept of the two
layer SSA is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. In the two-
layer SSA, the SAS is dedicated for spectrum measurement
to obtain the prior information. Therefore, DSA terminals

Fig. 1 Concept of Two layered Smart Spectrum Access (SSA). First
layer: DSA. Second Layer: Spectrum Awareness System (SAS).
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no longer suffer from the high implementation cost, but the
useful information is provided by the SAS. The SAS con-
sists of three functional blocks, time-frequency domain con-
version (such as FFT: fast Fourier transform) which obtains
the power spectrum density (PSD), spectrum usage detec-
tion, and extraction of prior information based on analysis of
the spectrum usage detection results. In this paper, we focus
on the second functional block, spectrum usage detection.
Since this process is performed continuously to recognize
spectrum usage patterns, output of the signal usage detection
is in the form of a two-dimensional time/frequency grid. Let
us denote a single element of the grid corresponding to one
time slot and one frequency bin by tile. A rectangular set of
contiguous tiles wherein a PU signal is detected is referred
to as estimated signal area (SA). The ultimate objective of
this work is to identify and estimate SAs within the afore-
mentioned time/frequency grid in an accurate and efficient
manner.

In the SAS, multiple observation equipments (OEs) are
deployed to cover a broad area. The role of the OE is to ob-
serve the spectrum and send the observed information, i.e.
tiles detected as vacant or occupied, to a central control sta-
tion such as a fusion center (FC). In this case, requirements
of the OE are as follows; accurate detection performance,
relatively low computational cost and low amount of in-
formation in terms local observed information. However,
latency requirements in spectrum measurement are relaxed
compared to spectrum sensing.

There are several spectrum measurement campaigns
for the assessment of WS based on spectrum usage detection
[6], [14]–[16]. In most of the spectrum measurements, FFT-
based energy detector (ED) is used to detect PU spectrum
utilization in the considered frequency bins. This approach
is denoted by Fourier transform based ED (FT-ED) in this
paper.

Output of the FT-ED based spectrum measurement
consists of signal detection results in tiles. Detection result
Ĥ can be either H1 (the tile is occupied by PU signal) or H0

(the tile is not occupied). In signal detection, there are two
errors: the first one is missed detection (Ĥ = H0|H1) where
| means given that correct hypothesis is H1, and the second
one is false alarm (Ĥ = H1|H0).

ED is very simple and does not require any prior in-
formation about the PU signal [17], however the detection
performance is not very high. On the other hand, the other
methods such as feature detection and cyclostationary de-
tection can achieve better detection performance but they
require prior information about PU signal and high compu-
tational cost [5].

One possible approach to improve the detection perfor-
mance of FT-ED is to utilize neighboring detection results in
an SA. Now we define SA as follows: a cluster of Ĥ = H1

tiles due to one continuous signal transmission such as one
data packet. The time duration of SA is determined by the
time duration of the continuous signal and the bandwidth of
the SA is determined by the symbol rate and band limited
filter used in the transmitter. SA has typically a rectangular

shape [18], since symbol rate is typically fixed during one
continuous signal.

There are several methods employing the above ap-
proach, such as in the localization algorithm based on
double-thresholding (LAD) method with adjacent cluster
combining (ACC) [19] and improved energy detection [20].
In [21], FT-ED is used and clusters of connected Ĥ = H1

tiles are obtained by using standard contour tracing (CT)
techniques [22]. The estimated SAs are the smallest rect-
angles that cover each cluster. We call the approach used
in [21] as CT-SA and use it as a baseline for comparisons
with our proposed method. Improvement of detection per-
formance in the above approaches is achieved by time and
frequency diversity gains.

In this paper, we propose an SA estimation based on
the output of the Welch FFT based ED by considering the
requirements of OE. Welch FFT [23] based ED is one of
FT-ED approaches and it can achieve better detection per-
formance compared to typical FFT based ED [24]. Our main
contributions in this paper are summarized as follows:

• Simple-SA (S-SA) estimation is proposed in this pa-
per. Unlike conventional CT-SA estimation, S-SA es-
timates the width corresponding to frequency domain
and the height corresponding to time domain of the
rectangle which leads to less complexity. Similar to
CT-SA, S-SA combines the several detection results in
time and frequency domains and it can recognize SA
accurately.
• SA estimation approaches including S-SA and CT-SA

estimations can inherently increase the detection prob-
ability but also the false alarm probability. For this
problem, we propose a False alarm Cancellation (FC)
method to further improve the detection performance.
• In SA estimation approaches, the estimated SA always

has a rectangular shape. We propose a data compres-
sion method that exploits this feature by expressing the
observed information by the rectangles instead of out-
puts of FT-ED.
• Extensive performance evaluations are performed ver-

ifying the performances and complexity benefits of S-
SA estimation compared with the FT-ED and CT-SA.
We also confirm the reduction of the amount of infor-
mation regarding the spectrum measurement by numer-
ical evaluation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
generic outline of signal processing in OE is provided in
Sect. 2. The SA estimation methods, CT-SA estimation and
S-SA estimation, are described in Sect. 3. The FC method
which can enhance S-SA estimation is also shown in Sect. 3.
A design criterion of S-SA is shown in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5,
numerical results will show the advantages of S-SA estima-
tion. The conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.
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Fig. 2 Block diagram for spectrum measurement in OE.

2. Outline of Signal Processing in Observation Equip-
ment (OE)

A block diagram of the signal processing flow in OE is
shown in Fig. 2. the role of OE is to observe spectrum usage
of the PU. The signal processing in the OE consists of three
processes; Welch FFT, ED, and SA estimation. The details
about ED based on Welch FFT are provided in our earlier
paper [24].

Observed samples are obtained at fS Hz sampling
rate. The center frequency of the observed spectrum is
set to 0 Hz by downconversion, and it is band-limited to
[− fS /2, fS /2] Hz.

To obtain PSD, Welch FFT is used and the number of
samples in time domain for single Welch FFT is denoted by
NS . The NS samples resulting from the Welch FFT corre-
spond to a single time slot. We also set the number of time
slots in one observation to Ntimeslot. Therefore, the time du-
ration for one observation is given by (Ntimeslot×NS )/ fS sec.

In the Welch FFT, NS samples are divided into Nseg

segments where the number of samples in one segment is
denoted by NW . In a typical FFT, NS is set to a power of
two. Without loss of generality, NW is also assumed to be a
power of two† and Nseg is given by

Nseg =
NS − NW

NO
+ 1 =

2NS

NW
− 1, (1)

where NO indicates overlapped samples which is set to NO =

NW/2 and NS > NW . The obtained PSD values are denoted
by PnF ,nT where nF ∈ {1, 2, ...,NW} and nT ∈ {1, 2,Ntimeslot}
are the frequency and time index numbers of the tile. The
Fig. 2(a) shows an example of the PSD values. In the Welch
FFT, Hamming window is used.

The ED provides signal detection result at the tile
(nF , nT ) and it is given by

D(ED)
nF ,nT
=

{
1 (PnF ,nT > τ)
0 (otherwise),

(2)

†Nseg is the number of samples in a segment, which must be an
integer number. Given (1), this requires NW to be an integer divisor
of NS . Since NS is a power of two, all divisors of NS are powers of
two and NW also needs to be a power of two for this to be true.

where D(·)
nF ,nT

= 1 and D(·)
nF ,nT

= 0 indicate that the tile at
(nF , nT ) is either estimated to be occupied by PU signal or
vacant, respectively, the superscript notation (·) indicates the
method to obtain the decision such as ED and S-SA esti-
mation, and τ is the threshold for ED. Fig. 2(b) shows an
example of D(ED)

nF ,nT
.

There are several ways to define the bins where signal
is actually present. We use the 30-dB bandwidth [25], so
that the signal bandwidth is defined by the frequency bins
when the signal power is 30 dB below its peak value. The
corresponding SA is defined by the signal bandwidth and the
time duration of the continuous signal emission. A correct
decision for a frequency bin within this area is H1 otherwise
H0 is correct.

We define false alarm probability for the output of
ED as PFA

(ED) = Pr(D(ED)
nF ,nT

= 1|H(nF , nT ) = H0) where
H(nF , nT ) indicate the spectrum state in the tile at (nF , nT )
and H0 indicates that the tile is not occupied by PU sig-
nal. In addition, detection probability (PD

(ED)) indicates that
PD

(ED) = Pr(D(ED)
nF ,nT
= 1|H(nF , nT ) = H1) where H1 indicates

that the tile is occupied by PU signal.
All the SA estimation approaches utilize the outputs

from ED and process them. Due to processing, the false
alarm probability in the output may change compared to the
false alarm probability in the input data. Thus in SA estima-
tion, there are two false alarm probabilities, such as PFA

(ED)

and PFA
(S−SA) (or PFA

(CT−SA)). We employ constant false
alarm rate (CFAR) criterion and threshold τ is set based on
target false alarm rate P̃(S−SA)

FA , where ·̃ indicates target value.
The description of general behavior of SA estimation

shown in (b) and (c) of Fig. 2 is described as follows. In
Fig. 2(b), D(ED)

nF ,nT
(ED output) are clusters colored by dark

color and they are almost rectangular. The SA estimation
recognizes the clusters and approximates them to rectangles
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The white colored tiles (D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 0)

inside the rectangles in Fig. 2(b) are missed detections. The
SA estimation has a potential to reduce the missed detec-
tions by filling the white colored tiles within rectangle.

3. Signal Area Estimation

The general outline of the process common to both CT-SA
and S-SA estimation methods is illustrated in Fig. 3. In both
SA estimation methods, the first step of the algorithm is to
find a starting point for the occupied signal area. This is
done by performing a raster scan on the spectrum grid from
left to right and bottom to up until the first occupied tile, i.e.
D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 1, is found. The coordinates of the first tile are

denoted by S and in the example of Fig. 3(a) are equal to
S = (3, 2). After this, each method estimates the occupied
signal area, and provides an estimation result as a rectangle
which covers the area as shown in Fig. 3-(b). The output of
the estimation is denoted by estimated rectangle SA in this
paper. In the SA approach, the estimation result can be rep-
resented with a corner coordinate, and the width and height
of the rectangle, such as A, Ŵ, and Ĥ in Fig. 3-(b). How-
ever, the spectrum grid obtained with an ED represents sig-
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Fig. 3 Example outputs of ED and SA estimation.

nal occupancy information in the observed time-frequency
space. Therefore, in wideband or long-term measurements
rectangular signal area estimate has the benefit of reducing
the amount of required information. This will be confirmed
in Sect. 5.

In our implementation of the CT-SA [21], we used the
standard CT technique [22] which can obtain the cluster of
connected tiles with D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 1. The estimated rectangle SA

corresponds to the minimum rectangle which can cover the
cluster.

Details of the successive process after the raster scan
in the S-SA estimation are described in the following sub-
section.

The difference to the CT-SA method is that since S-SA
is designed to estimate directly a rectangular area, on the
other hand CT technique is designed to find arbitrary shape.
Therefore, S-SA is generally simpler. Furthermore, since
the estimation is performed using larger detection masks
covering multiple tiles, it has the benefit of combining mul-
tiple masks and covering small gaps between tiles. With
proper mask size, it is possible to improve SA estimation
performance due to diversity gain by combining multiple
ED decisions.

3.1 Simple SA Estimation

After finding the starting point S, the S-SA method consists
of three separate steps: width estimation (step 1), coarse
height estimation (step 2) and fine height estimation (step
3).

The first step of the S-SA method is the width estima-
tion and the process is shown in Fig. 4. We set a parameter
Δt which determines size of the detection mask used to de-
tect signal area in the first step. Starting from S = (xs, ys) the
algorithm checks the detected occupancy of tiles in nF = xs

and ys ≤ nT ≤ ys + Δt. If one or more of these tiles are
determined as occupied, the algorithm moves to the right to
nF = xs + 1 and repeats the process. The right edge is found
when all the tiles inspected are detected as unoccupied. The
left edge can be found correspondingly by moving to the op-
posite direction from the starting point S. The left and right

Fig. 4 Process of S-SA step 1 and step 2.

Fig. 5 Process of S-SA step 3.

edge estimates are found as n(L)
F and n(R)

F , respectively, which
then provides the width estimate as Ŵ = n(R)

F − n(L)
F + 1. In

the example of Fig. 4, n(L)
F = 2, n(R)

F = 7 and Ŵ = 6.
Next step provides a rough estimate for the height of

the rectangle and an example can also be found in Fig. 4.
Parameter ΔT is set which denotes the height of the detec-
tion mask and the width of the mask is set to Ŵ. Threshold
controlling the sensitivity is set to 0 < γstep2 < 1. The detec-
tion mask begins with its bottom row at time slot xs+Δt+1.
The algorithm then checks the occupancy of the tiles cov-
ered by the mask are occupied and if more than γstep2×ŴΔT
tiles are detected as occupied, the area covered by the mask
is determined as SA. This condition is denoted by sensitiv-
ity condition. The mask is then moved up by ΔT time slots
and the process is repeated until a mask not satisfying the
sensitivity condition is found. The index number of mask is
denoted by T and T = TH at the first mask not satisfying
the sensitivity condition. This then provides the rough esti-
mate for the upper part of the estimated area as n(UC )

T which
corresponds to the bottom time slot in the THth mask.

In the rough height estimation there are two different
scenarios to consider which are illustrated in Fig. 5(a) and
(b). In the scenario (a), the algorithm stops because there
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are no occupied tiles in the last mask. On the other hand,
in the scenario (b), the algorithm stops because of the sen-
sitivity condition is not satisfied but there are still less than
γstep2 × ŴΔT occupied tiles in the mask above the estimated
n(UC )

T time slot. Therefore, a final height estimation step
is performed to obtain a more accurate result. In this fine
height estimation, the detection mask is set to Ŵ frequency
bins and this corresponds to setting ΔT = 1 in step 2. We
also set a sensitivity parameter 0 < γstep3 < 1 and check if
more than γstep3 × Ŵ tiles under the mask are occupied or
not. The search starts at n(UC )

T . If the sensitivity condition
is not satisfied at the n(UC )

T time slot, it goes downwards to
find a detection mask which satisfies the sensitivity condi-
tion. This corresponds to scenario (a) in Fig. 5 and the time
slot satisfying the sensitivity condition is the final estimate
n(UF )

T .
On the other hand, if the sensitivity condition is satis-

fied at the n(UC )
T time slot, it goes to upwards to find a detec-

tion mask which does not satisfy the sensitivity condition.
This corresponds to scenario (b) in Fig. 5 and the previous
time slot of the time slot not satisfying the sensitivity condi-
tion is the final estimate n(UF )

T . The decision result obtained
by S-SA is denoted by D(S−SA)

nF ,nT
and the state of tiles inside

the estimated SA is D(S−SA)
nF ,nT

= 1.

3.2 False Alarm Cancellation (FC)

The S-SA estimation can reduce missed detections, however
it conversely increases the false alarm probability. In Fig. 6,
two cases which may increase false alarms are shown.

In the case 1, false alarms (FA1 and FA2 in the figure)
are adjacent and the S-SA causes overestimation by combin-
ing the tiles near the false alarms. In this case, state of tiles
in (nF , nT ) = (1, 1) and (nF , nT ) = (0, 2) will be changed to
1 by the S-SA.

In the second case, a false alarm (denoted by FA3 in the
figure) lies just below the actual SA. The S-SA estimation
may overestimate the area where 4 ≤ nF ≤ 9 and 0 ≤ nT ≤ 1
due to the step 2 of S-SA estimation. This overestimation
can occur if the distance between them is less than Δt. In
fact, the increment of false alarms due to the SA estimation
with the second case is the dominant.

For this issue, we propose a FC method which is a
countermeasure for both cases. In image processing, several
methods, such as mathematical morphology [26], have been
investigated which can be applied to suppress false alarms.
However, we propose a FC method for the S-SA estimation
which is designed to combat the two aforementioned cases.

The FC is incorporated in the S-SA estimation and the
block diagram is shown in Fig. 7. The FC method is im-
plemented between step 1 and step 2 and it consists of two
conditions. Specifically, if one of two conditions is not sat-
isfied, it will determine that the state at S is a false alarm and
change the state as D(ED)

xs,ys
= 0.

The first condition is as follows: if Ŵ < 3, the ob-
served signal at S is determined the observed signal at S as

Fig. 6 Effect of false alarms (case 1 and case 2).

Fig. 7 Flow chart of S-SA with NF.

a false alarm component. The reason of the threshold set
to three in the first condition is as follows. A correlation
between neighboring frequency bins is not negligible due to
the Hamming window used in the Welch FFT [27]. Since in-
stantaneous false alarms in neighboring frequency bins are
highly possible, we set the threshold to three. In the case 1
in Fig. 6, this condition can cancel the false alarms in FA1
and FA2.

In the second condition, the number of D(ED)
nF ,nT

= 1 tiles
is counted at the bottom bins of the estimated SA in the
step 1. In the example of Fig. 6, tiles at 4 ≤ nF ≤ 9 and
nT = 0 correspond to the bottom bins. The counted number
is denoted by NFC and the second condition is as follows: if
NFC < Ŵ × γFC, where γFC is a sensitivity parameter to con-
trol the threshold (Ŵ × γFC) and 0 < γFC < 1, the observed
signal at S is determined as a false alarm.

Through steps 1 - 3, a rectangle corresponding to the
estimated signal area is obtained. An end condition of the
SA estimation with FC shown in Fig. 7 occurs when the pre-
arranged observed area is processed.

The decision result obtained by S-SA estimation with
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FC is denoted by D(S−SA−FC)
nF ,nT

and only the inside of estimated
rectangle is D(S−SA−FC)

nF ,nT
= 1.

4. Design of S-SA

In the S-SA, there are four design parameters Δt, ΔT , γstep2,
and γstep3. In this section, a possible design criterion is pro-
vided.

In fact Δt and ΔT are related to time resolution of spec-
trum usage measurement and this is one of the important
parameters. Criterion for setting Δt and ΔT is based on the
time resolution required to recognize spectrum usage pat-
tern in the time domain correctly [16]. For thresholds γstep2,
and γstep3, estimation accuracy, i.e. root mean square error
(RMSE) in terms of width and height estimations, can be
appropriate criterion.

Let Hmin and GH,min denote the minimum possible time
duration of one continuous signal, such as one data packet,
and the time gap between a string of two continuous signals,
respectively. In the case of 2.4 GHz industry science medi-
cal (ISM) band, there are several types of wireless systems,
such as IEEE 802.11 wireless local area network (WLAN).
In the case of IEEE 802.11 WLAN, the time gap is given by
for example time duration of distributed coordination func-
tion interframe space (DIFS). In fact, the applicability of this
design is not limited to WLAN but it is applicable for other
wireless systems.

Given Hmin and GH,min, we set Δt as follows

Δt = min[Hmin,GH,min] (3)

On the other hand, ΔT can be set as

ΔT = min[Hmin,GH,min/2], (4)

where GH,min/2 is used to avoid overestimation in the coarse
height estimation (step 2), in the S-SA estimation. Specifi-
cally, if ΔT > GH,min/2 it may fill the gap with false alarms.

Given assumed time duration of signal and target signal
to noise power ratio (SNR), thresholds γstep2 and γstep3 can
be set to minimize RMSE of height estimations in step 2 and
step 3.

In FC, there is one design parameter γFC. This should
be more than the false alarm probability of ED since the ex-
pected number of false alarms per tile under H0 is equal to
the false alarm probability and it can cancel the false alarms
in most cases. In addition, if it is less than the detection
probability at ED, it may not degrade the detection perfor-
mance since the expected number of D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 1 per tile un-

der H1 is equal to the detection probability.

5. Numerical Evaluations

In this section, we will evaluate several SA estimation meth-
ods (CT-SA, S-SA, and S-SA with FC) and the typical ap-
proach, i.e. FT-ED. The evaluated metrics are as follows; re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC), detection probability,
computational time, and amount of required information in

terms of spectrum measurement results. Assumptions in the
numerical evaluations are as follows. Observed bandwidth
is set to 40 MHz, i.e., fS = 2BS = 40 MHz and the 30-dB
bandwidth is set to 22 MHz. This bandwidth is equal to a
bandwidth in IEEE 802.11g WLAN since it assumes strong
filtering used at the transmitter. Number of samples in a time
frame is set to NS = 1024 and the number of samples in seg-
ment size of Welch FFT to NW = 128. The number of NW

corresponds to the number of frequency bins. The number
of time slots for one observation is set to Ntimeslot = 300,
therefore the time duration of one observation is 7.7 ms.
Time duration of one continuous signal (H) and the time
gap (GH) are set to H = 10 time slots and GH = 8 time
slots, respectively.

To fairly evaluate detection performance, we use CFAR
in the evaluations of detection probability, computational
time, and the amount of information. The target false alarm
rate for output of the SA methods is set to P̃(SA)

FA = 0.01.
We set Δt and ΔT on the assumption that WLAN is op-

erating in ISM band. Specifically, based on the Monte Carlo
simulations we set that Δt = 8 and ΔT = 4. In addition,
GH,min is set to 8 due to the time duration of DIFS. More-
over, γstep2 and γstep3 are set based on minimizing RMSE
with target SNR being equal to −5 dB, which is reasonable
since spectrum measurement and sensing are the most chal-
lenging to perform at low SNR values such as −5 dB, i.e.
γstep2 = 0.1 and γstep3 = 0.15, according to the Monte Carlo
simulations. However, analytical derivation of the γstep2 and
γstep3 is one of the future works.

5.1 Detection Performances

In Fig. 8, ROC curves for different methods are plotted.
SNR is set to −5 dB. The result reveals that S-SA estima-
tion with FC can achieve the best performance. The S-SA
estimation can achieve better performance compared to the
CT-SA in the region where PFA < 0.1. On the other hand,
in the region where PFA ≥ 0.1, they can achieve comparable
detection performance. This indicates that the S-SA meth-
ods are effective in the low false alarm rate region which is
the region of practical interest. For estimation of statistics,
such as duty cycle, high false alarm rate may cause bias es-
timation errors [28].

In Fig. 9, detection rate obtained by Monte Carlo sim-
ulation versus SNR is shown. According to the CFAR, false
alarm rate for outputs of the SA estimation methods, and
the FT-ED are set to 0.01. We can confirm that the S-SA
estimation with FC can achieve the best detection perfor-
mance. Furthermore, detection probability of the S-SA is
better than that of CT-SA and the difference in terms of SNR
for achieving PD = 0.9 is around 1 dB. The reason why the
S-SA can achieve better performance is as follows. ED out-
put D(ED)

nF ,nT
for one continuous signal transmission can be di-

vided into several sub-clusters which indicates a cluster in
which tiles with D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 1 are contiguous. The CT-SA can

only recognize sub-cluster separately in most of the cases.
However, the S-SA can combine several sub-clusters by gap
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Fig. 8 ROC curves for SA estimation methods and Welch FT-ED. Target
SNR is set to −5 dB.

Fig. 9 Detection rate versus SNR.

filling which leads to better detection performance.
Compared to the typical approach, FT-ED, our pro-

posed method S-SA with FC can achieve more than 4 dB
gain in SNR for achieving PD = 0.9.

5.2 Computation Time

To evaluate the computational cost, we evaluate computa-
tional time for the SA estimation methods in Fig. 10. The
algorithms were implemented with MATLAB which was
also used to evaluate the computational time of each algo-
rithm. The evaluated computational time represents the time
required to perform SA estimation methods for one hundred
observations. In the region where SNR is lower than −2 dB,
computational times of S-SA based methods (S-SA with FC
and S-SA) are faster than that of CT-SA method. This is
because S-SA estimates only width (frequency bandwidth)
and height (time duration). In addition detection mask based
estimation can reduce the computational time compared to

Fig. 10 Computational time as a function of SNR. Computer specifica-
tions: Intel Core i7-2600, 3.4 GHz, memory size is 8 GB, and the algo-
rithms were implemented in MATLAB.

the CT-SA which checks the state of each tile one by one.
In the region where SNR is lower than −3.5 dB, S-SA

estimation with FC is faster than S-SA estimation. This is
a favorable aspect since the region of low SNR values is
usually the region of interest in cognitive radio systems. The
reason is as follows; once the FC determines that D(ED)

nF ,nT
= 1

is false alarm component, it will not perform steps 2 and 3
of S-SA estimation as shown in Fig. 7. On the other hand,
S-SA estimation performs all of steps.

In the region where SNR is greater than −3.5 dB, the
computational time of S-SA estimation with FC slightly in-
creases and the time of S-SA estimation with FC is more
than that of S-SA estimation. The increment of the com-
putational time is related to required false alarm rate at
ED (Input PFA) in S-SA estimation with FC. Specifically,
the false alarm rate of the ED is set to satisfy the target
false alarm rate at output of S-SA estimation with FC, i.e.
P̃(S−SA−FC)

FA = 0.01. Fig. 11 shows required PFA
(ED) for SA

estimation methods to satisfy the target false alarm rate as
P̃(SA)

FA = 0.01. In the region where SNR is greater than
−5 dB, PFA at ED for S-SA with FC increases. This im-
plies that the FC can cancel more false alarm components
when SNR increases. In other words, PFA

(ED) increases to
satisfy the target PFA, which is beneficial since this means
also increased detection probability per tile. The increment
of computational time in S-SA estimation with FC is caused
by the process of FC for canceling increased false alarms.

We have also evaluated the computational time when
the PU is inactive under the same situation as Fig. 10. The
results are as follows: S-SA with FC: 0.95 sec, S-SA:
0.13 sec, and CT-SA: 0.15 sec. We can confirm that S-SA
with FC and S-SA can achieve better performance compared
to CT-SA.
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Fig. 11 Input PFA to satisfy target false alarm rate 0.01 as a function of
SNR. In the case of ED, there is no preprocessing, therefore input PFA is
equal to the target PFA = 0.01.

5.3 Amount of Information

In Fig. 12, the amount of information for one observation
as a function of SNR is shown. In case of the FT-ED, the
amount of observed information corresponds to the number
of tiles in the observed space, Therefore the amount of in-
formation for one observation is 3.8 × 104 bits as shown in
Fig. 12.

In the SA methods, amount of information is propor-
tional to the number of estimated rectangles. In the low
SNR region, such as when SNR is lower than −8 dB for
S-SA with FC, the amount of information increases when
SNR increases. The increased amount of information in the
low SNR region is caused by the increased detection prob-
ability. In the low SNR region, it is difficult to detect one
actual SA provided by one data packet correctly and it may
be divided into several estimated rectangle SAs.

On the other hand, in the high SNR region such as
when SNR is greater than −7 dB for S-SA with FC, the
amount of information decreases. The reason of this de-
crease is also due to the increase of detection probability.
Specifically, S-SA begins to detect the actual SA correctly
and the number of divides in terms of one actual SA de-
creases with increased SNR. In addition, at the SNR where
PD

(·) ≈ 1 the amount of information is saturated since it can
detect the actual SAs correctly.

On the other hand, in the case of SA methods, coordi-
nates are utilized. Amount of information for actual SA is
about (�log2(300)�+ log2(128))+ (�log2(60)�+�log2(10)�) =
26 bits, where 60 is the number of bins for signal occupancy
(22 MHz). For one observation (300 time slots), there are
300/18 ≈ 16.6 actual SAs. Then, the amount of informa-
tion for one observation is equal to 26 × 16.6 ≈ 433 bits
which is the saturated value.

In a practical situation, we need to predetermine the

Fig. 12 Amount of information as a function of SNR.

numbers of bits for height and width estimations, respec-
tively. It is possible to update the numbers in each frame by
using the maximum values of the estimations. In the evalu-
ations in Fig. 12, it is equivalent to determining the numbers
of bits optimally in each time frame.

We also evaluate run length encoding (RLE) [29] for
the output of FT-ED. Again in the low SNR (lower than
−4 dB), amount of information for RLE increases with the
increase in SNR. The main reason of this aspect is that in the
low SNR the amount of information is slightly lower due to
low detection probability. At SNR = −2 dB, the amount of
information for RLE is saturated and the saturated value is
still larger than that of the SA approaches.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have investigated SA estimation techniques
for spectrum measurement. To perform proper measure-
ment, the OE is required to be able to achieve adequate
detection accuracy at relatively low computational cost as
well as low amount of information in terms of local observa-
tions. A typical approach for spectrum measurement is FT-
ED, however it cannot achieve adequate detection accuracy.
For this issue, we have proposed a simple SA estimation
method, S-SA. The S-SA is designed to estimate rectangu-
lar SA efficiently. Specifically, the S-SA only estimates the
location and the width and height and it leads to less com-
plexity. In addition, diversity gain is available due to the
covering several tiles. Therefore SA can improve detection
probability however, it inherently increases false alarm rate.
Therefore, we have proposed FC technique for this issue.
Numerical results showed that the proposed method, S-SA
with FC, can achieve the best detection performance. In ad-
dition, it is also possible to achieve short computational time
especially in the low SNR region. Furthermore, the amount
of information of spectrum observation can be reduced by
considering the rectangular shape of the SA.
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